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1. DOCUMENT HISTORY 

Date/version Author Description 

2020-10-20 Martin SCHERBAUM Initial version 

2021-02-16 Martin SCHERBAUM Adaptations after clarification on OJ ABA with 

OP.B.1 (changes highlighted in yellow) 

   

2.  BACKGROUND 

In the scope of preparing the Official Journal (OJ) in act by act publication mode (“OJ 

ABA”) the creation of 2 new toplevel concepts (session, dossier/legislative package) was 

requested to the IMFC metadata subgroup members. 

In order to be able to reference in the metadata of a document (work) the session and 

dossier mentioned in those requests a new set of reference elements on work level will be 

proposed. Furthermore, it is a long standing idea to be able to reference interinstitutional 

and internal procedures from e.g. OJ act (manuscript) transmissions in an explicit way. 

Thus, the present proposal describes the introduction of complex reference elements, 

namely <cm:reference_dossier>, <cm:reference_session> and <cm:reference_procedure> 

for IMMCv2 (the IMMC version covering the entire legislative process).  
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3. REQUIREMENTS TO REFERENCE ELEMENTS 

When storing a reference to an object transmitted with the same or a different  IMMC 

transmission it is relevant to supply all necessary identifying parts for the target object. 

These parts are different for sessions, dossiers, interinstitutional or internal procedures. 

Thus it is only consequent to design different reference elements with a structure that is 

as compact as possible and as similar one to the other possible. 

In consequence there were 3 reference elements designed: 

• cm:reference_procedure (for interinstitutional and internal procedures) 

• cm:reference_session (for session objects) 

• cm:reference_dossier (for generic dossier objects) 

Their set of subelements vary accordingly and may contain optional elements. 

4.  PRESENTING THE ELEMENTS 

In the following exemplary (but perhaps not realistic) reference elements are shown. 

Their purpose is the demonstration of the different possible metadata elements. 

Afterwards, the elements will be presented in detail. 

4.1. cm:reference_procedure 

<cm:reference_procedure> 

  <cm:nature_procedure>interinstitutional</cm:nature_procedure> 

  <cm:identifier_procedure> 

    <cm:year_procedure>2012</cm:year_procedure> 

    <cm:number_procedure>123</cm:number_procedure> 

  </cm:identifier_procedure> 

  <cm:event> 

    <cm:type_event>ADP_byCOM</cm:type_event> 

    <cm:date_event>2012-10-13</cm:date_event> 

  </cm:event> 

</cm:reference_procedure> 

 

4.1.1. Element description 

• nature_procedure: the kind of procedure element (interinstitutional, internal); a 

value from CAT procedure-nature (or schema internal enumeration). 

• year_procedure: the year of the procedure; this information is part of the identifier 

• number procedure: the number of the procedure; this information is part of the 

identifier 

• if the reference indeed is not only for the procedure but for an event in the 

procedure, the optional element event can be specified; in order to keep the 

reference_procedure element universal (all kinds of procedure elements), event 

stands also representative for event_legal; 
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• type_event: the type of the referenced event (value from CAT event); this 

information is part of the event identifier 

• date_event: the date of the event; this information is part of the event identifier 

4.1.2. General considerations 

• The identifier_procedure element is represented in the same was as in the 

procedure object definition to maintain consistency. 

• The existence of an event element to group event properties, this is done to keep 

the structure of the procedure* elements with events being subelements. 

• The direct subelements of reference_procedure (except event) are mandatory 

because they are necessary to establish the procedures’ identifiers. 

4.2. cm:reference_session 

<cm:reference_session> 

  <cm:identifier_session>EP_2012-10-12</cm:identifier_session> 

  <cm:agent_session role=”AUT”>EP</cm:agent_session> 

  <cm:number_session cm:public=”false”>1A2</cm:number_session> 

  <cm:date_start_session>2012-10-12</cm:date_start_session> 

  <cm:sitting> 

    <cm:date_sitting>2013-10-12</cm:date_sitting> 

    <cm:number_sitting>2</cm:number_sitting> 

  </cm:sitting> 

</cm:extension> 

 

4.2.1. Element description 

• identifier_session: an optional compound identifier for the session for internal use 

(this information will not be published; however, it might correspond to the 

publically exposed identifier) 

• agent_session, number_session and date_start_session are potentially elements 

needed to construct the identifiers of sessions1; their cardinality is a business 

agreement 

• if the session reference should not only point to the session itself but to a specific 

sitting, then the optional element event can be specified which then provides the 

metadata fields necessary to identify a session sitting 

 

4.3. cm:reference_dossier 

<cm:reference_dossier> 

   <cm:identifier_dossier>LINKPACK_1234</cm:identifier_session> 

   <cm:type_dossier>LINKPACK2</cm:type_dossier> 

 
1 The effective cardinalities depend on the actually generated identifier which might not need all metadata 

elements from the reference. 

2 For business reasons the term „legislative package“ / LEGISPACK was replaced by „link package“ / 

LINKPACK 
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   <cm:agent_dossier role=”RESP_CORP”>COM</cm:agent_dossier> 

   <cm:number_dossier>1234</cm:number_dossier> 

   <cm:date_dossier>2020-12-10</cm:date_dossier> 

   <cm:event> 

      <cm:date_event>2020-12-14</cm:date_event> 

   </cm:event> 

</cm:reference_dossier> 

 

4.3.1. Element description 

• identifier_dossier: an optional compound identifier for the dossier for internal use 

(this information will not be published; however, it might (eventually) correspond 

to the publically exposed identifier) 

• type_dossier: as in the dossier element as such, this is a free text string 

characterising the type of dossier; in order to keep the flexibility of this generic 

type of object, also the string for the dossier type is not restricted, e.g. by a CAT. 

This information is mandatory 

• agent_dossier, number_dossier, date_dossier : these elements provide potentional 

parts of the dossier identifier; their cardinality depends on business agreements 

• event: honouring the generic nature of the dossier, there’s not only no need for an 

event, but also for existing events, there’s no need to specify an event type 

because the events in a dossier are only identified by their date; the element event 

is optional if only the dossier as such should be referenced. 

5. PLACEMENT OF THE REFERENCE ELEMENTS 

The reference elements are foreseen to be used in the scope of works which would point 

to procedures/sessions/dossiers to which they belong. 

As referencing those entities is a quality that is natural in the scope of the 

interinstitutional procedure it makes sense to have them available directly on the work 

level in the core metadata of IMMCv2. The proposal is to insert the reference elements 

after the existing, mandatory cm:version_work element. 

The occurrence of any of the reference elements is not limited to a single one as e.g. a 

document could be “cited” in several dossiers. The minimum cardinality for all 

reference_elements is 0 meaning optional, also in order to keep the impact on 

compatibility low. 

6. IMPACT 

As it is proposed to introduce the reference elements as optional on the level of the 

<cm:work> in the IMMCv2 core metadata the direct impact for exchanges not actually 

using the elements can be considered low. However, when the reference element are 

used, all sender/recipient pairs have to be aware of it and (to the extent by ignoring) 

handle the information. 
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7. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

As the new reference elements are supposed to be defined in IMMCv2 core metadata, 

their naming follows the IMMC primer document, specifying an element name 

composition with a specific, semantically motivated part (e.g. number) and the generic 

part (session) => number_session. 

Martin SCHERBAUM 

Team lead Data Modelling 

c.c.: Members of the IMFC metadata subgroup 


